Stoichiometric and steric principles governing repression by nuclear hormone receptors
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We have defined two principles of corepressor function that account for differences in transcriptional repression by nuclear hormone receptors (NHRs). First, we have determined that receptor stoichiometry is a crucial determinant of transcriptional repression mediated by the corepressors N-CoR and SMRT. This provides a molecular explanation for the observation that NHRs repress transcription as dimers but not monomers. Second, corepressor function is restricted by steric effects related to DNA binding in a receptor-specific manner. Thus, although N-CoR and SMRT are capable of binding to several NHRs in solution, they are highly selective about receptor binding on DNA, a context that reflects their in vivo function more accurately. These stoichiometric and steric principles govern specific interactions between corepressors and NHRs, thus providing evidence that N-CoR and SMRT do not serve redundant functions but rather contribute to receptor-specific transcriptional repression.
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Nuclear hormone receptors (NHRs) regulate cellular growth and differentiation and organ development by modulating gene transcription. In addition to ligand-dependent gene activation, selected NHRs including thyroid hormone receptor (TR) and retinoic acid receptor (RAR) repress basal transcription in the absence of ligand (Brent et al. 1989; Graupner et al. 1989; Baniahmad et al. 1992; Fondell et al. 1993; Casanova et al. 1994). The overall level of transcription of a specific gene is determined by the integration of positive and negative effects exerted by transcription factors on the basal transcription apparatus. In this way, transcription of a gene may depend on the net influence of multiple ligands and diverse signal transduction pathways that act both directly and via intervening proteins termed coactivators or corepressors.

Nuclear receptor corepressor (N-CoR) (Horlein et al. 1995) and SMRT (silencing mediator for retinoid and thyroid hormone receptor) (Chen and Evans 1995) are considered corepressor proteins because they interact with unliganded NHRs and function as adaptors to convey a repressive signal to the transcription apparatus. Ligand binding to the NHR leads to a conformational change in the receptor that results in dissociation of the corepressor. These events permit the NHR to bind distinct adaptor proteins known as coactivators, which are involved in transactivation, such as SRC-1 [Onate et al. 1995], RIP-140 [Cavailles et al. 1995], Tripl [Lee et al. 1995], TIF-1 [LeDouarin et al. 1995], ERAPs [Halachmi et al. 1994], or CBP [Chakravarti et al. 1996; Hanstein et al. 1996; Kamei et al. 1996]. An amphipathic α-helix termed AF2 is present in the carboxyl terminus of many NHRs (Danielian et al. 1992) and serves to trigger the release of corepressor [Baniahmad et al. 1995; Chen and Evans 1995] and the recruitment of coactivator in the presence of ligand [Danielian et al. 1992; Barettoni et al. 1994; Durand et al. 1994]. NHRs lacking this AF2 region function as constitutive repressors. Natural examples include v-erbA [Damm et al. 1989; Sap et al. 1989], the retroviral oncprotein, which is a mutated TR [Sap et al. 1986], as well as the orphan receptor RevErb [Lazar et al. 1989; Miyajima et al. 1989], which may play a role in adipocyte and muscle differentiation (Chawla and Lazar 1993; Downes et al. 1995). RevErb has no known ligand and constitutively represses transcription when bound as a dimer to a specific subset of DR2 sites [Harding and Lazar 1995]. The repressive activity of RevErb is mediated by N-CoR, although the N-CoR interaction domain of RevErb differs from that of TR and RAR [Zamir et al. 1996]. Thus, N-CoR provides a common downstream pathway for transcriptional regulation by nuclear hormone receptors with different repression domains.

N-CoR and SMRT are related both structurally and functionally. Each contains at least two domains essen-
tial for its function: an amino-terminal repression domain and a carboxy-terminal receptor-interaction domain. The amino terminus of N-CoR is considerably longer than that of SMRT and appears to contain three regions that contribute to repression, the most carboxy-terminal of which is highly homologous to the SMRT repression domain. The receptor-interaction domains of N-CoR and SMRT are even more highly related, being of similar size and containing multiple regions of significant homology that are essential for NHR interaction (Chen and Evans 1995; Horlein et al. 1995; Sande and Privalsky 1996; Zamir et al. 1996). Both N-CoR and SMRT have been shown to interact in solution with TR and RAR, and weakly with retinoid X receptor (RXR), in the absence of the appropriate ligand. These similarities would suggest redundancy in the function of these corepressors, which is supported by the observation that mutations in the D domain CoR box of TR prevent interactions with both N-CoR and SMRT (Chen and Evans 1995; Horlein et al. 1995).

We have found that N-CoR and SMRT both interact with a number of NHRs in solution. On DNA, binding to either corepressor requires contributions from two receptor carboxyl termini, such that only receptor dimers bind corepressor in this context. Furthermore, corepressor binding on DNA is restricted to specific corepressor and NHR combinations. Thus, TR interacts with both N-CoR and SMRT on DNA, whereas RevErb interacts with N-CoR but not SMRT on DNA. Consistent with this finding, only N-CoR potentiates RevErb repression in transient transfection transcription assays. Finally, the adipogenic nuclear receptor peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ) interacts strongly with N-CoR and SMRT in solution but not on the acyl coenzyme A (CoA) oxidase PPAR response element (PPRE), providing a molecular explanation for the observation that PPARγ does not repress transcription directly on this site. Selectivity of corepressor interactions with NHRs ensures that each corepressor will have specific, nonredundant cellular functions that may be regulated by distinct mechanisms.

Results

Transcriptional repression correlates with corepressor binding on DNA

The orphan nuclear receptor RevErb can bind to DNA as both a monomer and as a dimer (Harding and Lazar 1995). In Figure 1A we confirm that RevErb constitutively represses transcription from a reporter containing the RevDR2, to which it binds cooperatively as a homodimer. However, despite its ability to bind with high affinity to a Rev monomer site in vitro, RevErb was transcriptionally inactive on this site.

Because N-CoR has been implicated recently as a corepressor involved in RevErb function (Zamir et al. 1996), we investigated whether N-CoR could bind to RevErb on these sites. In Figure 1B, in vitro-translated RevErb bound to a RevDR2 as both a monomer and as a cooperative dimer as described previously (lane 1; Harding and Lazar 1995). Addition of increasing concentrations of bacterially expressed N-CoR receptor-interaction domain [amino acids 1944–2239 (Zamir et al. 1996)] resulted in a shift of the RevErb · DNA complex (lanes 2–5), indicating that N-CoR can bind to the receptor on the RevDR2 site. In contrast, even high concentrations of N-CoR were unable to shift RevErb bound to the monomer probe (Fig. 1B, lanes 8–11), consistent with the inability of RevErb to function as a repressor on this site.

Two ligand-binding domains are required for N-CoR · RevErb interaction on DNA

Two hypotheses may explain the lack of N-CoR binding to RevErb on the monomer site. It is possible that a conformational change in one molecule of RevErb caused by cooperative homodimerization on the DR2 site is required for the N-CoR interaction. Alternatively, two RevErb carboxyl termini, each containing the N-CoR interaction surface (Zamir et al. 1996), may be essential for N-CoR binding.
To test the first hypothesis, we studied the binding of N-CoR to RevErb on a DNA site containing two widely spaced (20 bp) monomer sites, oriented as everted repeats [Monomer × 2]. In Figure 2A, RevErb bound to this site as a monomer and a homodimer. Homodimer binding is noncooperative on this binding site and most likely represents simply two RevErb molecules binding simultaneously to one molecule of probe [Harding and Lazar 1995]. Lanes 8–10 show that N-CoR selectively shifted the complex containing two RevErb molecules. This ability of two RevErb monomers to bind N-CoR on the monomer × 2 binding site was of functional significance, as this binding site was capable of supporting transcriptional repression by RevErb as shown in Figure 2B. Thus, the presence of two RevErb molecules bound to DNA is sufficient for transcriptional repression and N-CoR binding, and this is independent of any conformational change mediated by cooperative binding on the RevDR2.

To determine whether two receptor carboxyl termini are required for N-CoR binding, a mixing experiment was performed to generate a RevErb heterodimer containing only one RevErb carboxyl terminus. Figure 2C shows that when mixed with full-length RevErb (FL), the DNA-binding domain [DBD] heterodimerized with the full-length receptor resulting in a band that migrated slightly slower than the full-length RevErb monomer (lane 3, FL-DBD). Only the complex containing two RevErb carboxyl termini (FL-FL) was shifted by N-CoR, whereas the heterodimer containing only one Rev carboxyl terminus (FL-DBD) did not bind to N-CoR (cf. lanes 6 and 9). These results show conclusively that two carboxyl termini are necessary and sufficient for N-CoR binding to RevErb on DNA.

Corepressors bind to TR homodimers but not TR monomers on DNA

Because both SMRT and N-CoR have been shown to function as corepressors for TR [Chen and Evans 1995; Horlein et al. 1995], we extended our experiments to examine the stoichiometry of the TR interaction with each of these corepressors. The carboxyl terminus of SMRT [amino acids 982–1495] was fused to glutathione S-transferase [GST] for these studies, as this region has been shown to be sufficient to block receptor–interaction in vivo [Chen et al. 1996; Schulman et al. 1996] and sufficient for binding to both TR and RevErb in vitro [see Fig. 4A, below]. TR subtypes differ in their abilities to interact with DNA as monomers and homodimers [Lazar 1993]. TRα does not form cooperative homodimers [Lazar and Berrodin 1990; Darling et al. 1993] but has the ability to bind to monomeric sites [Lazar et al. 1991; Katz and Koenig 1993] from which it can activate transcription in the presence of ligand [Katz and Koenig 1994]. Figure 3 confirms that TRα bound to a single half site as a monomer, but the monomeric TR did not interact with either N-CoR or SMRT on DNA. Similarly, TRα bound as a monomer to a DR4 response element but this form of TR did not interact with corepressors on DNA. On the same DR4 probe, TRβ1 formed stable, cooperative homodimers. In contrast to the TRα monomer, the TRβ homodimer complex was shifted by both N-CoR and

Figure 2. N-CoR binding to RevErb on DNA requires two RevErb molecules, each containing a corepressor interaction domain. [A] Two RevErb molecules are required for corepressor binding on the monomer × 2 site [two RevErb monomer sites separated by 20 bp and oriented as everted repeats]. EMSA of RevErb binding to RevDR2 and Rev monomer × 2 sites in the absence or presence of GST alone [30 μg] or increasing concentrations of GST–N-CoR [0, 5, 15, 30 μg]. Twice as much RevErb protein was used to generate equal binding of monomers and dimers on the monomer × 2 site. [B] RevErb represses transcription from the monomer × 2 site. 293T cells were transfected with increasing concentrations of RevErb expression plasmid [0, 0.25, 3 μg] along with SV40-luciferase reporters containing the monomer × 2 site. Results were normalized to β-galactosidase activity and expressed as fold repression relative to that in the absence of RevErb. [C] Two RevErb carboxyl termini are required for N-CoR binding on the RevDR2. EMSA of in vitro-translated full-length RevErb (FL) and the RevErb DBD [amino acids 103–225] binding to RevDR2 in the presence or absence of GST or GST–N-CoR.
SMRT, indicating that the corepressors interacted with TR homodimers but not with monomers. This was not because of a TR subtype-specific difference in corepressor interaction, as both TRα and TRβ bound corepressor in solution and on DNA as an RXR heterodimer [see below, Fig. 4; Chen and Evans 1995]. Thus, TR is similar to RevErb in that two receptors are required to bind to corepressor on DNA.

Corepressors bind to TR • RXR heterodimers in solution and on DNA

The ability of RXR to interact with corepressors is somewhat controversial. There is evidence that RXR interacts weakly in solution with both N-CoR and SMRT in a manner that is detectable in some assays but not in others (Chen and Evans 1995; Horlein et al. 1995; Sande and Privalsky 1996; Seol et al. 1996). We were interested in whether RXR could provide the second carboxy-terminal interaction domain necessary for corepressor complex formation either in solution or on DNA. In Figure 4A, GST fusion proteins containing either the N-CoR or SMRT receptor-interaction domains were able to pull down ^35S-labeled in vitro-translated TRα1, TRβ1, or RevErb but not RXRa [lanes 7, 14]. Thus, the putative weak interactions between RXR and N-CoR or SMRT were not detected in this assay. In contrast, RXRa was pulled down as part of the receptor–corepressor complex in the presence of either TRα1 or TRβ1 (cf. lane 7 with lanes 9 and 10 and lane 14 with lanes 16 and 17; unlabeled TRβ1 was used to avoid confusion, as TRβ1 and RXRa migrate similarly on SDS-PAGE). Thus, although we did not detect RXR binding to corepressor in the absence of TR, RXR did interact with both N-CoR and SMRT in the form of a heterodimer with TR. RevErb, which does not heterodimerize with RXR (Harding and
Lazar 1993), did not pull down RXR in its complex with N-CoR (lane 11). RevErb also interacted with GST-SMRT (lane 15; see below) but again could not recruit RXR to this complex (lane 18).

Next we investigated whether corepressor could interact with TR·RXR bound to DNA. Figure 4B shows that TRα1·RXR heterodimers bound cooperatively to a DR4 element [lane 1], and that anti-RXR antibody shifted the TR·RXR heterodimer bound to DNA [lane 2]. Addition of N-CoR nearly eliminated the TR·RXR·DNA complex and resulted in a supershifted complex indicating that N-CoR was binding to TRα1 on DNA [lane 3]. The presence of RXR in the N-CoR-containing complexes was confirmed by supershift with anti-RXR antibody (cf. lane 4 with lanes 2 and 3). These results prove that an N-CoR·TRα1·RXR·DR4 complex was formed. The specificity of the antibody for RXR was demonstrated by supershift of only TR(31-RXR heterodimers but not TR|31 homodimers (cf. lanes 5 and 6). TRβ1·RXR heterodimers similarly formed complexes with N-CoR on DNA [lane 7], and the presence of RXR in these complexes was again confirmed by supershift with anti-RXR antibody (cf. lanes 7 and 8). Thus, TR·RXR heterodimers can bind N-CoR on DNA. Similar results were obtained with TR·RXR heterodimers and SMRT (data not shown), confirming the results of Evans and colleagues who have shown previously that SMRT can interact with the TR·RXR complex on DNA (Chen and Evans 1995; Schulman et al. 1996).

**SMRT and N-CoR interact differentially with several RevErb polypeptides**

N-CoR and SMRT are highly homologous in their receptor-interaction domains, and they interact with similar if not identical D domain sequences in TR and RAR (Chen and Evans 1995; Horlein et al. 1995). Therefore, these corepressors have been deemed to perform redundant functions. We were interested in whether SMRT would interact with the RevErb repression domain. In Figure 4A, lane 15, full-length RevErb interacted with the NHR–interaction domain of SMRT in the absence of DNA. In Figure 5A we compared the ability of SMRT and N-CoR to interact with GST-RevErb, focusing on three regions indicated as shaded boxes in the schematic drawing of RevErb in Figure 5B. SMRT and N-CoR interacted differentially with this series of RevErb deletion mutants, and these results are summarized in Figure 5B. In the polypeptide labeled 200-614(407-18A), all 12 amino acids from 407 to 418 were mutated to alanines to avoid major structural disruption that might have resulted from an in-frame deletion of this region. Consistent with our previous observations, RevErb(376-614) was sufficient for N-CoR binding, and amino acids 407–418 and 602–614 are required for N-CoR to interact with this polypeptide (Zamir et al. 1996). Interestingly, Figure 5 also shows that RevErb(200-376) contributes to the RevErb·N-CoR interaction. Each of the three domains was incapable of interacting independently with N-CoR, but any RevErb carboxy-terminal polypeptide that contained at least two of these domains was able to bind N-CoR.

In contrast, interaction with SMRT absolutely required motifs located between amino acid 200 and 376 in RevErb, and this region was both necessary and sufficient for SMRT binding. Although this region of RevErb contains the CoR box, mutations analogous to those that abolish binding of corepressors to TR (Horlein et al. 1995) did not affect RevErb binding to SMRT (data not shown).

![Figure 5. RevErb interacts with N-CoR and SMRT using different interaction surfaces. (A) Interaction of ^35S-labeled reticulocyte lysate translated N-CoR (1510–2453) and SMRT (full length) with indicated GST–RevErb proteins. (B) Summary of results in A. Regions that are the focus of the mutational analysis are shaded, except in the 200–614(407–418A) polypeptide, where the mutated region is shaded black.](#)
SMRT is not a corepressor for RevErb because it does not bind to RevErb on DNA

Because SMRT binds to RevErb in solution, we were interested in whether SMRT functions as a corepressor for RevErb, particularly because the N-CoR · RevErb interaction correlates directly with repression by RevErb in 293T cells [Zamir et al. 1996]. Using a transient transfection transcription assay, we compared the ability of N-CoR and SMRT to potentiate RevErb repression. Repression by RevErb on a RevDR2 site upstream of a luciferase reporter was normalized to 1, and the increase in repression because of increasing concentrations of corepressor was plotted as fold potentiation [Fig. 6A]. N-CoR potentiated RevErb repression two- to threefold. Surprisingly, however, SMRT did not potentiate repression and, if anything, slightly decreased the ability of RevErb to repress transcription on this site. Addition of SMRT expression plasmid to the RevErb reporter in the absence of receptor had no effect on basal transcription (data not shown). This SMRT expression plasmid potentiated repression by TRβ1 to a similar extent as N-CoR [Fig. 6B], indicating that the plasmid expresses functional SMRT protein. Thus, despite the fact that SMRT can bind to RevErb in solution, it does not appear to be involved in repression by RevErb in 293T cells.

One possible explanation for the inability of SMRT to potentiate RevErb repression despite interacting with RevErb in solution was that it does not interact with RevErb on DNA. Therefore, we investigated whether the receptor-interacting domain of SMRT could bind to RevErb on DNA. Remarkably, under conditions in which N-CoR was able to shift RevErb on the RevDR2, SMRT had no such effect [Fig. 6C]. The same preparation of SMRT was able to shift TR on DNA, indicating that functional protein was used in this assay [see Fig. 7B, below]. We conclude that SMRT is not a corepressor for RevErb on the molecular basis that SMRT does not bind to RevErb homodimers on a RevErb response element.

PPARγ binds N-CoR and SMRT in solution but is not a transcriptional repressor because it cannot bind corepressors on DNA

In an effort to generalize these effects to other members of the nuclear receptor superfamily, we examined the interaction of N-CoR and SMRT with PPARγ, a receptor that binds DNA exclusively as a heterodimer with RXR. PPARγ is induced early in adipogenesis [Chawla et al. 1994; Tontonoz et al. 1994a] and is involved in the regulation of early events in adipocyte differentiation and in the transcriptional control of proteins involved in energy homeostasis [Tontonoz et al. 1994a,b, 1995]. We were interested in the potential role of NHR corepressors in regulating these processes. In Figure 7A, PPARγ1 and PPARγ2 bound to both N-CoR and SMRT in vitro. The regions of N-CoR and SMRT that interacted with PPARγ in this assay corresponded to those that interacted most strongly with RevErb and TR [Zamir et al. 1996, data not shown]. However, Figure 7B shows that these same regions of both corepressors were unable to interact with PPAR · RXR heterodimers on the acyl CoA oxidase PPRE (lanes 19–29). In the same experiment TR interacted with both N-CoR and SMRT [lanes 6,7] and RevErb selectively interacted with N-CoR [lanes 13,14], as shown earlier. Upon longer exposure of the autoradiograph shown in Figure 7D, binding of SMRT to PPARγ · RXR
Figure 7. PPARγ interacts with N-CoR and SMRT in solution but not on DNA, and does not repress transcription. (A) PPARγ1, PPARγ2, and PPARγ2ΔAF2 interact with N-CoR and SMRT in solution. Interaction of 35S-labeled reticulocyte lysate-translated PPARγ proteins with GST and the indicated GST-N-CoR and GST-SMRT fusion proteins. PPARγ2 cDNA is translated into both PPARγ2 and PPARγ1 (Tontonoz et al. 1994a; Xue et al. 1996). (B) PPARγ · RXR heterodimers do not interact with N-CoR or SMRT on DNA. EMSA of TRβ (with DR4 probe), RevErb (with RevDR2 probe), and PPARγ1 · RXR, PPARγ2 · RXR, and PPARγ2ΔAF2 · RXR (with ACoA oxidase DR1 probe) in the presence or absence of GST, GST-N-CoR, and GST-SMRT. (C) PPARγ activates transcription, and PPARγ2ΔAF2 functions as a dominant inhibitor. 293T cells were transfected with PPARγ and/or PPARγ2ΔAF2 along with SV40-luciferase reporter containing the ACoA oxidase PPRE. Where indicated, cells were exposed to the PPARγ-ligand BRL49653 (10 μM). (D) PPARγ2ΔAF2 does not repress transcription from the acyl CoA oxidase PPRE. Where indicated, cells were also transfected with N-CoR or SMRT (1, 3, or 6 μg). In the same experiment, analysis of RevErb [1 and 3 μg] repression from the RevDR2 was performed.

was detected (data not shown), but this interaction is unlikely to be functionally significant (see below).

Transfection of PPARγ failed to repress transcription of a luciferase reporter gene containing the acyl CoA oxidase PPRE [Fig. 7C]. PPARγ slightly increased transcription, presumably because of endogenous ligand present in the cells under these conditions (Keller et al. 1993; Yu et al. 1995). Addition of the ligand BRL49653 resulted in further activation of this reporter gene. The failure of PPARγ to repress transcription might have resulted from dissociation of corepressor by an endogenous ligand. To rule this out we created PPARγ2ΔAF2, an 11-amino-acid carboxy-terminal deletion mutant that lacks the AF2 activation helix. Similar mutants of TR [v-erbA] and RAR [RARαΔ403] function as dominant negatives and retain the ability to interact with corepressors and thereby function as constitutive repressors [Chen et al. 1995]. Like wild-type PPARγ, PPARγ2ΔAF2 interacted with GST–SMRT and GST–N-CoR in solution [Fig. 7A, bottom] and bound the PPRE as a heterodimer with RXR [Fig. 7B, lanes 26–29]. As expected, because of its lack of AF2, PPARγ2ΔAF2 did not activate transcription in response to BRL49653 despite being expressed in transfected cells at levels similar to PPARγ2 [data not shown]. PPARγ2ΔAF2 functioned as a dominant-negative inhibitor of PPARγ in vivo [Fig. 7C]. Figure 7B shows that the PPARγ2ΔAF2 · RXR heterodimer did not interact with N-CoR or SMRT on DNA [lanes 28, 29]. From this, we predict that PPARγ2ΔAF2 would not function as a constitutive repressor. Figure 7D shows that PPARγ2ΔAF2
did not repress basal transcription from the acyl CoA oxidase PPRE on its own or in the presence of cotransfected N-CoR or SMRT. In contrast, in the same experiment RevErb repressed transcription >10-fold from a reporter that was identical except that a single RevDR2 site replaced the PPRE and, as noted earlier, repression by RevErb was potentiated by N-CoR. Thus, the failure of PPARγ·RXR to bind either N-CoR or SMRT on the acyl CoA oxidase PPRE correlates with the inability of PPARγ to function as a repressor on this site in vivo.

Discussion

Stoichiometry of nuclear hormone receptor interactions with corepressors on DNA

We have shown that binding of N-CoR and SMRT to NHRs on DNA requires two receptor carboxyl termini. The interaction with corepressor is unlikely to be mediated by a conformational change caused by cooperative binding to DNA because RevErb bound noncooperatively to the monomer × 2 site yet still bound corepressor and repressed transcription on this site (Fig. 2). Thus, the presence of two carboxyl termini is sufficient for interaction with corepressor. This may be attributable to conformational change in the receptor caused by interaction between the two carboxyl termini, or to direct binding of both receptor carboxyl termini by the corepressor complex. In addition, because RevErb and TR do not form stable homodimers in solution (Harding and Lazar 1995; Regnato et al. 1996), it is possible that the functional interactions between the corepressor and the two NHR carboxyl termini are facilitated by DNA binding. Whether the NHR dimers interact with one or multiple corepressor molecules remains to be determined.

The inability of corepressors to bind to receptor monomers on DNA explains why TR and RevErb do not repress transcription on monomer binding sites (Katz and Koenig 1994; Harding and Lazar 1995). Although RevErb does not actively repress basal transcription as a monomer, it can function as a competitive inhibitor of other NHRs that activate transcription from a monomeric site, such as RORα1 (Forman et al. 1994; Retnakaran et al. 1994; Harding and Lazar 1995). In contrast, homodimers of TR and RevErb are potent repressors of transcription (Harding and Lazar 1995; Piedrafita et al. 1995; Adelmant et al. 1996).

The requirement of two carboxyl termini for corepressor binding has implications for the role of RXR in repression by NHRs. RXR binds corepressors very weakly, if at all, in vitro (Fig. 4; Kurokawa et al. 1995; Sande and Privalsky 1996; Seol et al. 1996), much less avidly than TR or RAR in yeast (Horlein et al. 1995; Kurokawa et al. 1995; Sande and Privalsky 1996; Seol et al. 1996), and does not repress transcription in vivo (Martin et al. 1994). In addition, TR monomers do not bind corepressors on DNA (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, TR·RXR can form complexes with corepressors in solution (Fig. 4A) and on DNA (Fig. 4B; Chen and Evans 1995; Schuman et al. 1996). Thus, heterodimerization with RXR provides the interaction surface necessary for corepressor recruitment on DNA. AF2 mutations in RXR prevent dissociation of corepressor from RAR·RXR heterodimers on DNA (Schulman et al. 1996). Similar mutations in RXR function as dominant-negative inhibitors of transcriptional activation by RAR (Minucci et al. 1994). This suggests that as we have shown for corepressors, physical interaction between coactivators and NHRs on DNA may require contributions from both NHRs in the dimer. It is tempting to speculate that this important function of receptor dimerization may be extended to other families of transcription factors that function as dimers.

Regulation of corepressor interactions with nuclear hormone receptors by DNA binding

We have shown that three domains in RevErb are involved in binding to N-CoR, any two of which are sufficient for stable interaction. The corepressor SMRT also interacts with RevErb in solution, but in contrast to N-CoR, absolutely requires amino acids 200–376 in the RevErb hinge (Fig. 5). The observation that RevErb interacts with N-CoR but not SMRT on DNA (Fig. 6) shows clearly that DNA binding plays an active and regulatory role in regulating the interaction between NHRs and corepressors. We suggest that a steric effect attributable to DNA binding blocks access of the corepressor to the interaction domain within RevErb[200–376], thereby preventing SMRT from binding on DNA. This steric effect does not prevent the N-CoR interaction because amino acids 376–614 of RevErb are sufficient for N-CoR binding.

TR is able to bind to N-CoR and SMRT on DNA and mediates transcriptional repression through both corepressors. Mutations in the TR CoR box eliminate these interactions (Chen and Evans 1995; Horlein et al. 1995) while analogous mutations in RevErb do not (Zamir et al. 1996; data not shown). This suggests that the SMRT interaction surfaces in TR and RevErb are distinct and may explain the differential binding of SMRT to these receptors on DNA. Alternatively, DNA may not affect corepressor binding to TR because of an inherent difference in either the TR DBD or the spacing of the response element (RevErb binds to a DR2 while TR binds to DR4).

PPARγ binds to DR1 sites as a heterodimer with RXR. Despite the fact that PPARγ binds to both N-CoR and SMRT in solution, the PPARγ·RXR heterodimer does not bind N-CoR on DNA and binds SMRT only weakly on the acyl CoA oxidase PPRE. We suggest that the necessary corepressor binding motifs in PPARγ are obscured by DNA binding. This may be attributable to the position of these motifs within PPARγ, the conformation of the DR1-binding site, or allosteric change caused by DNA binding of the PPARγ·RXR heterodimer. Alternatively, the corepressor–interaction domain of PPARγ may be insufficient to stably bind corepressor in combination with the relatively weak RXR corepressor–interaction domain. Regardless of the mechanism, the weak corepressor binding to PPARγ on the acyl CoA oxidase PPRE correlates with the inability of both wild-type and
AF2-deleted PPARγ to repress transcription on this site. The ability of PPARγ to interact with corepressor in solution raises the possibility that PPARγ could repress transcription on other sites or in other cell types, and this could be a specific function of SMRT that bound weakly to PPARγ on the acyl CoA oxidase site. Furthermore, the potential role of corepressors in the activity of other isoforms of PPAR (α and δ), which have distinct structure, tissue distribution, ligands, and function (Kliwer et al. 1994; Yu et al. 1995; Devchand et al. 1996), remains to be determined.

Implications for corepressor diversity

We have shown that NHRs that interact with corepressors in solution differ in their abilities to interact with corepressors on DNA. Receptors such as TR bind both N-CoR and SMRT on DNA and can utilize either corepressor to mediate repression. RevErb is an example of an NHR that distinguishes between N-CoR and SMRT by binding only to N-CoR on DNA and therefore mediates repression on its homodimeric binding site through N-CoR alone. PPARγ defines a third class of NHR that can bind to both N-CoR and SMRT in solution but not to N-CoR and only very weakly to SMRT on the naturally occurring PPRE from the acyl CoA oxidase gene. Thus, rather than serving redundant functions, the multiple corepressors allow for specificity of repression and raise the possibility that additional NHR corepressors with nonredundant functions exist. Regulation of the availability or activity of a specific corepressor may selectively affect repression mediated by distinct NHRs.

Materials and Methods

Plasmid constructs for transfection

Expression vectors for RevErb (Harding and Lazar 1993), N-CoR (Horlein et al. 1995), SMRT (Chen and Evans 1995), PPARγ1 (Kliwer et al. 1994), and PPARγ2 (Tontonoz et al. 1994a) have been described elsewhere. Gal4–TRβ1 was made by ligating the TRβ1 ligand-binding domain (amino acids 175–461) in-frame into a Gal4[1–147] expression vector. PPARγ2ΔAF2, lacking the carboxy-terminal 11 amino acids of PPARγ2, was created using PPARγ2 as a PCR template with the primers 5′-ctcggatccaccacgccagcccggaccc-3′ and 5′-gggggatccatatcagc-gagccggccgccgggactgttggcaggtgcc-3′; P3, 5′-aggcacctgccaacagtc-gagcggccgccgggtcactg-3′. GST-RevErb(200–601) was made by cutting out the last 150 bp of the GST-RevErb(200–614) construct using the restriction enzyme EcoRI and ligating this fragment into the GST-RevErb(200–601) construct using the restriction enzyme BamHl.

Plasmids for in vitro transcription/translation

Full-length RevErb (Harding and Lazar 1995), RevErb DBD(103–225) (Harding and Lazar 1995), full-length SMRT (Chen and Evans 1995), N-CoR(1510–2453) (Zamir et al. 1996), CMX-TRα1 (Reginato et al. 1996), pBS-RXRα (Reginato et al. 1996), CMX-PPARγ1 (Kliwer et al. 1994), pSPORT–PPARγ2 (Tontonoz et al. 1994a), and pSPORT–PPARγ2ΔAF2 [above] were described elsewhere. TRβ1 was subcloned into the CMX–HA vector (Zamir et al. 1996). The constructs were transcribed using T7 RNA polymerase [except RXRs, which requires T3 RNA polymerase] and translated in reticulocyte lysate [Promega] in the presence of [35S]methionine for GST pulldown assays or in the presence of cold amino acids for use in electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs).

Protein-binding assays using GST fusion proteins

GST fusion proteins were expressed in BL21 bacteria by induc-
tion with 0.5 mM IPTG at 30°C. Proteins were isolated by cell lysis with lysozyme and detergent followed by sonication. GST beads (50 µl) containing the fusion protein were incubated at room temperature in buffer E, which consists of 50 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 2 mM EDTA, 0.1% NP-40, 10% glycerol, 0.5% nonfat dry milk, and 5 mM DTT. Five microliters of in vitro-translated N-CoR(1510–2453), SMRT, TRα1, TRβ1, RXRa, RevErB, PPARy1, PPARγ2, or PPARγ2ΔAF2 was added to the beads (input was 1 µl). Binding was allowed to proceed for 1 hr, and the beads were washed four times in the same buffer. The bound proteins were eluted by boiling in 30 µl of SDS-PAGE loading buffer and resolved by electrophoresis. The GST fusion proteins were stained with Coomassie blue to ensure equal loading, and the bound proteins were visualized by autoradiography.

Preparing purified GST proteins for EMSA

After sonication, 1% Triton X-100 was added to bacterial extracts expressing GST-N-CoR[1944–2239], GST-N-CoR[1744–2453], or GST–SMRT[982–1495] fusion protein. Supernatants were purified on a glutathione-Sepharose column, washed five times with Tris-EDTA-NaCl in the presence of protease inhibitors (1 µg/ml of leupeptin, aprotinin, and pepstatin, 0.1 mM PMSF), and eluted with 20 mM reduced glutathione in 10% glycerol. Proteins were concentrated on a Millipore ultrafree-15 filter and dialyzed overnight against 1× DNA binding buffer. GST–N-CoR[1944–2239] was used for EMSA studies except in the experiment shown in Figure 3, where GST–N-CoR[1744–2453] was used.

EMSA

The top strand of the DNA probes used for EMSA include those oligonucleotides described for use in reporter constructs for transfection (RevDR2, Rev monomer, Rev monomer × 2, and acyl CoA oxidase PPRE), as well as DR4[oct/oct], S′-gatcctaag-gtcaataaggtcaggg-3′, and TR[monor], S′-gatcctaaggtcagatctt-gtccagacg-3′. These oligonucleotides were annealed with complementary bottom oligonucleotides thereby generating overhanging BamHI ends filled in with Klenow in the presence of [32P]dCTP. In vitro-translated receptors (3–4 µl) were mixed with 15 µg (unless otherwise indicated in the figure legend) of the specified corepressor protein purified from bacteria as a GST fusion. The proteins were preincubated at room temperature for 15 min in the standard 30-µl binding reaction containing 1× binding buffer (10 mM HEPES at pH 7.9, 80 mM KCl, 5% glycerol, 0.01 M DTT), 200 µg/ml poly[dI-dC]), and 25 ng/ml of salmon sperm DNA. Labeled probe (100,000 cpm) was added, and after incubation for 10 min at room temperature, reaction mixtures were loaded on a 5% polyacrylamide gel and separated in 0.5× Tris-borate–EDTA at room temperature. For supershift experiments, RXRa antibody was used as described previously (Berrodin et al. 1992). Gels were dried prior to autoradiography.
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